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ALLTEST Instrument Developing & Servicing Ltd 

 
Our company was founded in 2015. Its aim is to develop several Civil Engineering measuring 

instruments using smartphone applications. According to our plans, the company transformed 

to Ltd and develops and distributes our self-developed new “Z” generation products. 

 

In the framework of the GINOP2.1.7.-15-2016-00179 European project, which was won in 

2017, the Hungarian Government and the Union have enabled them to implement the project 

"Dynamic compactness and Bearing capacity measurement prototype development" 

developed for the SMART-BC smartphone. The prototype under development SMART-BC 

(SP-LFWD) is a world leader in the construction industry. A single instrument replaces 

several earlier different instruments using a new theory and new measuring method, replacing 

the previous environmental pollution, isotope measurement. With a simple smartphone 

instrument, a 12-bit geotechnical parameter can be defined, which provides significant 

information to the Contractor, Engineer. 

We are designing many other SMART instruments and devices that can be implemented with 

the dynamic propagation of XXI century ITC technology.  

 

Our Vision 

More and more information is needed in the construction industry. The revolutionary spread 

SMART-App smartphone applications will extent significantly in the nearest future. 

In the whole construction industry, in civil engineering - roads, railways, bridges, industrial 

halls, foundations, utilities relocations - frequent unwanted postponing is commonly 

encountered. 

A quick assessment of the compactness and capacity adequacy, the simple control of the 

primer conformity in the self-monitoring process has not been possible so far - in the absence 

of any device, only by a conventional laboratory test. 

 

Alltest Ltd developed a smartphone application – like a green prototype instrument that can 

be used to check both of compactness-rate and bearing capacity with a new device, used for 

the loading the Light Falling Weight system.  The SMART-BC method and the inexpensive 

instrument can be used for self-testing, work for small and medium-sized businesses, and the 

daily routine may become the self-check in ISO 9001. 

The SMART-BC instrument measures or counts 12 geotechnical parameters (TrE, Trd%, Ed, 

Edend, CBR%, cdyn, Evib (CCC), s (settlement), E2v, Evd, GPS (LAT-LON). The Level-2 

expert version of the applications provides low-capacity, low-density, even more advice on 

what technologies are useful and instantaneous, quick and efficient. 

 

Generation change is required in instrumentation measurements for building pavements 

layers, bases, available information, and sharing experience in civil engineering.  

The innovation of ALLTEST Ltd is the Hungarian messenger the appearance of SMART-

phone applications and devices. 

 

Standard of the new dynamic compactness- and bearing capacity test is the CWA15846, has 

been widely adapted to the world (BS15846, CH15846) 

 

The instrument itself the smart phone, communicating with the auxiliary equipment via 

bluetooth. The measuring software runs on the phone as an upgradable application. 
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SMART devices for civil engineering  
 

SMART-BC for measuring the Dynamic 

Compactness-rate (Modified) and 

determine of Bearing Capacity Ed, and 

Edend (MPa) Dynamic Modules with 

p=0.35MPa underplate-press. Important 

that Static modulus E2v=Ed dynamic 

modulus, because of the similar press under 

the plate. www.alltest-smart.com 

   
 

SMART-OSP is an on-site Proctor test to 

define the maximum dray density (dmax), 

the Proctor-curve (modified) and moisture 

correction factor for the test of SMART-

BC. www.alltest-smart.com 

 

 

  

 

SMART-LFWD Evd (MPa) is the 

traditional big-plate (d=300mm) test with 

Smartphone. Load under the plate 0.1Mpa, 

does not measure compactness-rate. 

Relevant standards: TP BF-StB B 8.3, RVS 

08.03.04, RIL 836 , UNE 103807-2,  e-

UT09.02.32, ASTM E2835-11, ČSN 

736192, TB 10102-2004, J338-2004 
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